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Overview

• Tasks and role of naval operators in traditional system
• Tasks and role of operators in system employing 

automated detection and tracking and MSDF
• Impact of change on operator and operational effectiveness

– based on research with other systems
– based on observation of performance with real systems

• Integration of DCIEM research with existing knowledge 
base

• Conclusions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Topics that will be discussed during the talk.
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Traditional system
• Sensor Operator

– searches incoming data 
for possible targets

– detects, tracks and 
analyses possible 
targets

– passes on reports of 
possible targets

• Track Supervisor
– adds new contacts to 

tactical display
– updates position of 

existing contacts
– correlates contacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide and the next describe generic roles in the Operation Room of a ship with very little automation.  Each member of the team is closely involved with the data at his/her level.
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Traditional system (2)

• Warfare Director
– coordinates tactical picture
– recommends classification
– provides command with update of tactical picture
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Why introduce automation

• More sensitive sensors and increased computing power
– amount of data increased substantively

• Increase in number and type of sources of information
• New concept of operations

– littoral versus deep water - more contacts, more noise
• Reduced manning

– fewer operators to interrogate data
• It is possible

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The improvements in technology have provided access to more data to be analysed and turned into information. Technology also provides access to more timely information from outside sources that needs to be integrated. Littoral operations can reduce the capabilities of many sensors, reducing the range at which potentially hostile targets are detected. The number of neutrals also tends to be greater in littoral waters. Technology is also viewed as a way of being able to reduce manpower. 
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New concept ?

• Sensor Operator
– monitors output of automated system that detects, 

tracks and does preliminary classification of contacts
– compares automated system’s decisions with current 

tactical and environmental picture 
– interrogates data if necessary
– removes false alarms and passes on possible contacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With automated detection and tracking, the sensor operator potentially has significantly less interaction with sensor data. The data windows may no longer be the primary display.Level and kind of interaction will depend on operator’s interpretation of picture provided by the automation and workload involved in managing system. Potential problem is that operator will focus on what the system has found instead of what it has missed.
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New concept ? (2)

• Track Supervisor
– monitors output of combat data fusion system that fuses 

output of sensors with information from other sources
– queries system as to status of contacts, sources etc.

• Warfare Director
– monitors output of multi-sensor data fusion system
– recommends classification 
– provides command with update of tactical picture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With automatic tracking, correlation and identification of contacts, there will potentially  be less direct interaction with the contacts from the individual sensors. The supervisor may be able to see this information, but there is no requirement to evaluate it. The degree of interrogation will probably depend on the amount of effort required to manage the system and the supervisor’s trust in the accuracy of the system.There may be a move to fuse the roles of the Track Supervisor and the Warfare Director. This would reduce analysis and review of the quality of the output of the different sensor systems or pass that responsibility down to a relatively junior Sensor Operator or up to the Warfare Director who may not have the time or capability to evaluate the sources of information that the fused track is based on.
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Research on use of automated systems

• Humans tend not to use automated systems if they perceive 
them as unreliable

• Even if they are perceived as reliable, humans may not use 
the system in order to maintain control 

• If system is reliable and used, the human often fails to 
monitor it adequately 

• Use of automated systems can lead to loss of skills so 
operator unable to intervene 

• Automation errors often difficult to detect because of 
inadequate feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If automation is perceived as unreliable or its reliability decreases, the user will often switch to handling the task manually. Users may also not use automation if they feel it would take more effort to use the system than to do the task manually. In some cases, the user will not use automation in order to maintain a feeling of control. This can be particularly true if the system is making decisions that the user will be held accountable for or if the user does not have a good understanding of the basis for the decision made by the automated system.If users do use automation consistently, they often fail to monitor it adequately. This behaviour has been attributed to several factors - vigilance, complacency, lack of understanding of or inability to do the manual task, and lack of feedback. Vigilance appears as a reduction in performance over the duration of a watch. It is found with many monitoring tasks. Complacency differs from vigilance in that it is usually found in a multitask environment. The user concentrates on a manual task at the expense of monitoring the performance of the automated system. It also tends to increase across multiple sessions. Studies have found that people that have substantive experience with the manual task detect more automation induced errors than those that receive training only on the automated system. Unlike a manual task, where the operators’ continuous interaction with the system can provide feedback on anomalies before they become major problems, with automated systems, the operator receives no feedback about such anomalies. 
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Caveat

• Most of the research on human use of automation centered 
on cockpit automation and process control

• Frequently automated tasks can be carried out manually
• Automation introduced to 

– reduce workload
– reduce error rate
– increase number of tasks that a single operator can 

monitor 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Automation of processes in the ops room has been carried out primarily to help the operator handle increases in the quantity of information. However, the correct and meaningful synthesis of that information is essential for accurate decision making. Moreover, in order to make timely decisions, the user often deals with noisy data. High information rate means tasks cannot  be carried out manually while the noisy data means that high detection rates are probably accompanied by high false alarm rates. 
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Review by Klein Associates Inc.

• Looked specifically at potential impact of Multi-Sensor 
Data Fusion (MSDF)

• Reviewed in context of Naturalistic Decision Making
• Based on:

– literature discussed previously
– experience with wide range of U.S. military systems

• Focus critical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The aim of MSDF is to improve the ability of the command team to detect, identify and track contacts. Under a contract from DCIEM, Klein Associates examined the potential that MSDF might interfere with the performance of the command team in particular the Operations Room Officer . The review was carried out from a Naturalistic Decision Making perspective and used their extensive experience with analysing human performance with military systems as well as the general automation literature. They recognized the need for MSDF and the potential advantages; however, they deliberately took a critical position in order to assist the CF in developing strategies that will make MSDF more valuable.
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Potential problems with MSDF
• Interferes with application of expertise

– Reduces evaluation of data when integration of sources 
automatic

– see what system found and not what missed
• Interferes with expertise of team

– verbal or written communication shared by everyone
• Slows rate of learning of novices

– less requirement to deal with data
– less capability to handle task if automation fails
– less capability to detect anomalies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary concern of the review by Klein was the reduction in expertise both of the individual and of the group. Automated preprocessing of the data reduces the requirement for the human to scan the data on a continuing basis. This means that the human is not reinforcing and building up patterns of what the data look like in different situations. Thus, if the human does look at the data either to evaluate a decision by the automated system or because the automated system is not working, he/she does not have as rich a repertoire of patterns to compare the current picture against.  Moreover, the output of the automated system reflects the positive decisions. Without evaluating the data, one cannot see what the system has missed or decided is a non-target. Development of expertise requires the internalization of both target and non-target patterns. This condition can result in the degradation of the skills of the current generation of users and a lower level of expertise in the next generation.Loss of group expertise may arise from the automated transmission of information from computer system to computer system. The information goes only to the intended recipient. If information is transmitted verbally then the whole command team will be exposed to it which will increase general situation awareness. 
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DCIEM research

• Initiated because of observed operator dissatisfaction with 
automated detection and tracking systems

• Generic target tracking task
– later added automated detection capability

• Details of studies reported in series of presentations and 
papers

• Compare findings with other research and concerns of 
Klein

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our original concern was whether it was possible to develop an automated detection and tracking system that people would use and if so would it improve performance.  We developed a generic target tracking task in which participants were given information on the strength and location of possible targets at regularly defined intervals. Their task was to detect which of these represented the location of undetected targets, which represented the latest location of existing targets and which were non-targets. New targets were added and existing targets updated. Whenever new information was provided, the automatic tracker (AT) tried to update any targets that it had been given responsibility for. Initial studies looked at the use of an AT, because the participant had control over the extent to which they used the AT. In later studies, an automate detection capability was added as well.
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Automated tracking
• Use of moderately reliable tracker depended on:

– number of targets that had to be tracked
– capability of individual to do task manually
– experience with automated tracker

• Even moderately reliable tracker:
– perceived as reducing workload
– reduced time on task

• As reliability increased:
– detection of low strength targets increased
– detection of automation errors appeared to decrease

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One main theme was the extent to which people would use a moderately reliable tracker (tracked 70-80% of targets assigned) compared to a reliable tracker (90-100% of targets assigned). As the number of targets to be monitored increased, the use of an AT increased independent of its reliability. With a small number of targets, people who could do the task well manually tended to make less use of the AT even if it was reliable. Participants who had considerable experience with a reliable tracker tended to make less use of a moderately reliable tracker. Overall use of an AT, was consistent with the literature that shows that people will use an automated system to the extent it is perceived as reducing their workload.Providing an AT, even a moderately reliable one, did lead to improvements in performance especially as the number of targets to be tracked increased. Performance was similar with a moderate and highly reliable AT. With a high reliability AT, low strength targets were detected and tracked more consistently. However, the percentage of automation errors was also higher. 
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Automated tracking (2)

• Initial experience with manual task:
– did not result in better system performance
– delayed learning how to find low strength targets

• Detection of automation errors:
– little evidence that it was due to complacency
– poorest when busy handling other tasks such as target 

detection
– suggests due to relatively low visibility of those type of 

errors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One study looked at the impact of experience with the manual task on performance. There was no consistent difference in performance over the long term. Initially, the group trained with the AT from the start, did better. The improved performance was associated with a lower rate of missed targets. The availability of the AT gave them time to develop strategies for finding low strength targets. Once the manual group had access to the AT, they also developed these strategies. Automation errors tended to be perpetuated with the more consistent tracker unless the participant noticed them and corrected them. This did not happen especially if the error occurred when the participants were busy searching for new targets. The evidence suggested that failure to detect automation errors was due to the lower visibility of these errors rather than to complacency.Overall, it appears that relieving the user of the labour intensive part of the tracking task, improved their situation awareness. Since they were still had to detect targets, they remained involved in the task. However, it did not appear to result in them detecting automation errors even though they should have had sufficient time to detect such errors. It may have been that they were focused on looking for missed targets rather than errors. They knew how many targets there were. They did not know when an error had occurred.
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Automated detection and tracking

• Varied detection threshold and tracking reliability
• Little variation in performance across conditions
• Best performance with low detection threshold and 

moderate reliability
– less time to remove false alarms - more likely that low 

strength targets added by ADT
– targets not updated as consistently - automation errors 

corrected
• No improvement in detection of automation errors under 

high reliability tracker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ADT tried to update all existing targets and then added any signals whose strength was above a predefined threshold. Initially the threshold was fixed either so it only added target signals or so it also added some non-target signals. As with the target tracking task manipulating the threshold and reliability has little impact on performance. Overall performance was slightly but significantly better with the low detection threshold and the moderately reliable tracker. However, workload as measured by time on task was also significantly higher.Adding the detection function had no impact on detection of automation errors with a high reliability tracker. 
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Automated detection and tracking (2) 

• Provided capability to adjust detection threshold and 
tracking reliability

• Most users:
– chose a detection threshold that minimized false alarms
– tracker parameters that resulted in tracks being 

consistently updated
• Performance similar to high reliability, high threshold 

condition in previous study
– preferred to let automation handle standard tracks and 

search for low strength targets manually

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A significant component of the automation literature indicates that failure to detect automation errors is due to a lack of involvement with the system. The system does not give ongoing feedback about what it is doing and potential errors. These results suggest that design decisions aimed at overcoming these limitations might not have the desired effect. They may be perceived as increasing workload rather than improving operator interaction with the system and operator expertise.
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Conclusion
• Automation does allow operators to handle higher 

workload
– performance likely to be higher than if tried to do task 

manually but will likely miss anomalies
• Most users make maximum use of automation unless seen 

as increasing workload
– Any efforts to increase operator involvement has to be 

perceived as beneficial in short term
– Need to force interaction with system in intelligent 

manner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This conclusion does not mean handling the task manually would result in betteretection of anomalies. An operator faced with handling large quantities of data manually is also not likely to pick up on anomalies. The issue is how
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